OFFICE OF THE DY. DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION  
LAND & ESTATE BRANCH  
GOVT. OF NCT OF DELHI  
ROOM NO.18, OLD SECTT: DELHI-110054  

NO.F.  

To  
Shri. D. C. Goyal,  
Supdt. Engineer,  
Public Works Department,  
Civil Building maintenance Circle M-32 & M-33, PWD  
Bawana Road, DTU Campus,  
Delhi-110042  

Sub: To use enriched specifications in the repair work/modification/construction of the government schools.  

Sir,  

During the district-wise Review meeting dated 31/8/2012 held in the chamber of the Director (Education), it was discussed and decided that enriched specifications will be used in the repair work/modification/construction of the government schools for better maintenance. The following decisions were taken during the said meeting:  

(a) Flooring shall be kota stone.  
(b) Corridor shall be glass mosaic tile finished on walls up to door height.  
(c) Washed stone grit plaster shall be provided on the external face for lasting finish to avoid recurrent maintenance cost.  
(d) WC Taps shall be V drop type instead of conventional BIB Cock.  
(e) The wall lining of toilet shall be of granite.  
(f) There shall be no urinal pots in boys toilet instead there shall be manifold drain, partitions and push button taps for flushing.  
(g) There shall be no platform for urinal pots/slots.  
(h) The position of WC and doors shall be 3 Inch clear from flooring so that entire floor can be washed with ease and there is no obstruction to flow of wash water.  
(i) There shall be no cistern in WC instead of lever based flushing system with symphonic action as provided in toilets of passenger rake by Indian Railways be provided.  

[Signature]  
[Date: 02/1/2013]
In view of above, all the engineers of PWD are requested to use the abovementioned specification only in the government schools for better maintenance and look.

Yours faithfully,

(Ajay Kumar)
Dy. Director of Education
Land & Estate

Copy to:
1. Engineer-in-Chief, PWD, MSO Building, I. P. Estate, New Delhi-1.
2. Chief Engineers, M-1, M-2, M-3, & M-4, PWD, MSO Building, I. P. Estate, New Delhi-1.
3. Team Leaders/MIS with the direction to upload it on the website.